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Congruences between Hilbert Cusp Forms 

Hiroshi Saito and Masatoshi Yamauchi 

§ O. Introduction 

This is a continuation of our previous paper [14]. In that paper, we 
reported an example of a congruence relation between Hilbert cusp forms 
over a real quadratic field. In this paper, we study such a congruence 
relation in a more general setting, and add several examples. More 
precisely, let F be a totally real algebraic number field and K a quadratic 
extension of F with the relative discriminant q. For simplicity, we assume 
q is a prime ideal not dividing 2. Mainly, we treat the case where K has 
two real archimedean places, namely rank EK=rank Ep+ 1. Here EK 
(resp. EF ) denote the group of units in K (resp. F). When the class 
number of F in the narrow sense is odd, we can show that E K is generated 
by EF and a unit 7J of K. We define a certain polynomial H.(X) with 
rational integral coefficients associated with 7J and a positive integer 1.1 (for 
the definition of H.(X), see the text § 2 (2.4)). Under a condition on 
7J (see the text § 2 (2.6)), for each prime p which satisfies pIH.(1) and 
p,f'H>-)(I), we can construct characters A of K with the conductor o.2·~W, 
where 0. is the prime ideal of K lying above q and ~ is an ideal of K 
such that ~~d = (p) and (~, ~d) = I with the non-trivial automorphism q 

of Kover F. w is one of real archimedean places of K. The Hilbert 
cusp form/. over F associated with A is of weight I and of level q2.+1(p). 
Under some assumptions on the special value of L-functions of F (see the 
text § 2 (2.7)), we can show that there exists a primitive cusp form lover 
F of weight 2 and of level q2.+ 1, which is congruent to h. modulo a prime 
ideal P lying above p. On the prime p, we note the following. When 
F = Q the rational number field, K is a real quadratic field Q( ./(j) and 7J 
is the fundamental unit e of K. We see in this case 

H.(1) = -tr eq•• 

So the value H.(I) is a natural generalization of tr e in Shimura [16] and 
of tr eq • in Doi-Yamauchi [6] and Ishii [8]. In Section 3, we give examples 
of the above results and also include the examples in the case where 
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rank EK = rank EF and rank EK = rank EF+2. In the former case, we 
find a congruence relation between two Hilbert cusp forms, one of which 
is associated with a Grossencharacter of K. In the latter case, as the 
examples suggest, the situation seems to be different. 

§ 1. Hilbert modular forms and Heeke operators 

Let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree n, and OF = 
0, b the ring of integers, the different of F respectively. In this paper, we 
assume n"?:.2. For a place v of F, Fv denotes the completion of F at v, 
and when v is a finite place, Ov denotes the ring of v-adic integers in Fv. 
To each finite place v, we fix a prime element fIfv of OV' Let FA and F1 
be the adele ring and the idele group of F respectively, and UF = TI v 0; X 
TI w F;;, where v and w run through all finite and infinite places respec
tively. For a E F1, let lal be the module of a with respect to a Haar 
measure of FA and ao the ideal of F determined by (ao )ov = avov for finite 
v. Here av is the v-component of a. We choose a non-trivial additive 
character 1: = TI v 1: v of FA' trivial on F. We assume that 

for infinite places w. For each finite v, let o(v) be the integer so that 1:v 

is trivial on m;o(Vlov but not on fIf;o(Vl-10v, and d the element of F1 given 
by dv=fIf;o(Vl for finite v and dw=1 for infinite w. Then we have do=b. 

Let G= GL(2) be the general linear group in 2 variables, considered 
as an algebraic group over F, and Z the center of G. We write GA, ZA 
for the corresponding adelized groups. ZA can be identified with F~. 
We denote by Go and Goo the finite part and the infinite part of GA respec
tively. For a place v, let Gv=GL(2, Fv) and let GF =GL(2, F). 

In this section, we fix an integral ideal c of F. Let t = n v tv be a 
character of F1/Fx of finite order such that fCt) divides c, where f(t) is 
the finite part of the conductor of t. To each infinite place w, we 
choose a positive integer IC(W) satisfying (-I)«Wl=tw(-I), andputR= 
(IC(W)). To c, t, and if, we define a compact subgroup K=K(c) of GA and 
a I-dimensional representation p of K. To a finite place v not dividing c, 
put Kv=GL(2, ov), and to an infinite place w, put Kw=SO(2, R). For a 
finite place v dividing c, let l.iv=ordv(c)=ordv(cv), where Cv is an element 
of Fv such that cov = CvOv and ordv is the additive valuation of Fv normal
ized as ordvCfIfv) = 1. Let 

Kv={[;~] E GL(2, Ov)lordv(C)"?:.l.iv}, 

and let K = TI v Kv' For a positive integer m, let pm be the representation 



of SO(2, R) given by 
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([ cos 0 
Pm -sinO 

sin 0 ])=em8J~. 
cos 0 

For k=(kv) e K, we define 

where 
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Now we define a space of Hilbert nlOdular forms associated with the 
triple (c, t, E). We call a C-valued continuous functionf on GA a Hilbert 
modular form (over F) of type (c, t, E) if f satisfies the following con
ditions: 

(1.1) f(rgzk)=t(z)p(k)f(g) for r e GF , z e ZA,and k e K; 

(1.2) as a function of gw e GL(2, Fw) for infinite w,J(ggw) is of C~-c1ass 

and satisfies Xf(ggw)=O for g eGA, where X= [~ -r-t] in the 
-v-I -1 

complex Lie algebra of GL(2, Fw); 

(1.3) for any compact set S(cGJ and a positive integer c, there exist 
constants C and N so that 

for all g e S and a e F'1 with JaJ>c. 

Let M(c, t, E) denote the space of Hilbert modular forms of type 
(c, t, E). fin M(c, t, E) is called a Hilbert cusp form of type (c, t, E) if 
f satisfies the condition: 

(1.4) J f([1 a])da=O for all g eGA' where da is the Haar measure 
F\FA 0 1 

of F\FA• 

We denote by S(c, t, E) the space of Hilbert cusp forms of type (c, t, E). 
In the rest of this section, we assume .t(w)=.t for all infinite w, and put 
iC=(.t, •.• ,.t). Letfbe an element of M(c,t,iC), thenfhas a Fourier 
expansion; 
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for x e FA and y e F~+={a e FAlaw>O for infinite w}. Here the sum is 
extended over totally negative ~ e FX. For y e Fl, y= is the infinite com
ponent of y and Tr(y=) = L:w Yw. C(yo)=O unless yo is integral and Co(Y) 
satisfies Co(yu) = COCy) for u e FX IT. 0; IT w F;,+ with F;,+ = {a e F;, la 
>O}. Iff e S(c, t, iC), then Co(Y) =0. For f, we set 

L(s,f) = L: C(m)N(mt· 
m 

where m runs through all integral ideals of F. 
To each integral ideal a, the Hecke operator T,(a) on M(c, t, iC) or 

S(c, t, iC) is defined in the following way. For finite V'\-c(resp. vic). Put 

E.(a)={g e MaCov) I ordvCdet g) = ord.(a)} 

(resp. E.(a) = {g e e~v ~;] I ord.(det g) = ord.(a)}) 

and put E(a) = IT .. : tinite E.(a). Let E(a)=Ut=lgtKO (Ko=GonK) be a 
disjoint union. For f e M(c, t, iC), we define 

where gt= [at btl. Let C(m)(resp. C'(m» be the Fourier coefficients of 
Ct dt 

f(resp. T.(a)f), then it holds 

C'(m)= L: t*(OC(ma/F)N(r),-I. 
l]a,m 

Here t*(O = 0 unless r is prime to c, and when r is prime to c, let 1 e Fl 
so that 1= = I, Iv = I for V'\-c, 10 = r, and put t*(O = tel). It is shown in 
Shimura [17] that M(c, t, iC) and S(c, t, iC) are spanned by forms for 
which C(m) are integers in an algebraic number field and that the eigen
values for T,(a) are algebraic integers. Letf and h be Hilbert cusp forms 
with coefficients C(m) and C'(m) in the localization of the ring of integers 
of an algebraic number field M at a prime ideal P of M. We say f is 
congruent to h modulo P if C(m)=C'(m) modulo P for all integral ideals 
m. 

We introduce Eisenstein series following Hida [7]~ Let X = IT. XV be 
a character of Fl/Fx of finite order. Assume Xw(x)=sgn(x)=x/lxl for 
all infinite w or Xw=trivial for all infinite w. We also assume c=f(X}:t'=o 
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and Xw(-l)=(-l)'. Then there exists Ec,x in M(c, X, R), whose Fourier 
expansion is given by 

where 

{
L: X*(m/a)N(a),-1 if m is integral 

C (m)= aim 
c, X 

o otherwise. 

Let S be the set of prime factors of c. For S c S, put 

wherews=[~ -~] with Xv=fD~v for VES and xv=l for v~S. For 

v E S, put 

Then we have by [7] 

where 0,=0 if K>l and 0,=1 if tc=1. Cx(y)=2- nL(0, X), and C;,x(m) 
= L:alm x*(m/a)N(a)'-1 ifm is integral and C~,X<m)=O if m is not integral. 
Later, we need the action of Ws for S~S. 

Proposition 1.1. Let f E M(c, t, R) be an eigenfunction for all T/a). 
Assume (Wsf)f(det) E M(c, f, R) is also an eigenfunction for all T,(a) with 
eigenvalues ,'l(a). Let S be a proper subset of S. Assume fCt)ov=cov for 
V E Sand (t rIvEs fv)(oX)=t'={1}. Then the Fourier expansion of h= Ws! 
is given by 

h([~ ~]) = vQs ,'l(fDvo)-'vl fDv 1-'v«/2-I)tv( - fD~v)G(fv) 

X (iYI</2 L: rI tv«~dY)v)C'(~dyo)e-2.Tr«Y=)7:(~x». 
<EFX vES 
<(:0 
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For an integral ideal m, let m=mlmz be the decomposition into integral 
ideals ml> m2 so that ml is prime to IT ves flivO and all the prime factor of 
m2 is contained in S. Then C'(m) = C(ml)1(m2). 

This can be verified in the same way as in Asai [1], and the prooJ 
will be omitted. 

§ 2. Construction of characters A and congruences 

Let K be a quadratic extension of F, and fK/F its conductor. Let 
Gal(K/F)=(a). We assume the following; 

(2.1) only one infinite place of F decomposes in K. 

We denote it by WI and the other places by W2, ws, •• " and Wn• Let 
EF and EK be the groups of units of F and K respectively. Then by the 
above assumption, we have rank EK=rank EF+ 1 =n. Let Ei:={e e EKI 
NK/F(e) = I}, E;={e e EFlwt(e»O for all i}, and EF={e e EFlwle»O for 
i> 2}. Later, for the sake of simplicity, we assume the following con
ditions: 

(2.2) fK/F is a prime ideal q which is prime to 2 and bF; 

(2.3) the class number of Fis odd and [EF : Ej;]=2n. 

Let N q = qa with a rational prime q and a positive integer a. 

Proposition 2.1. (1) If(2.2) is satisfied, there exists 7)0 in EK so that 
EK is generated by 7)0 and EF. 
(2) If(2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied, then NK/F(EK)=EF and Ei: is generated 
by ± 1 and 7)~NK/F(7)O)-I. 

Proof (1) It is enough to show that EK/EF is torsion-free. Let 
7) e EK and assume 7)m e EF, then (7)" /7)m = 1. Since K is not totally imagi
nary, 7)"/7)= ± 1. If 7)q/7)= -1, then 7)2 e EF and K=F(7)). This contra
dicts (2.2). 

(2) Since NK/F(EK)cEF and [EF : Ej;] = [EF : E;'] by the condition 
(2.3), it is enough to show that NK/F(7)O) is not contained in Ej; =E;'. 
Assume 7)07)o=e2 with e e EF, then (7)o/e)"(7)o/e) = 1. Put P= 1 +7)o/e, then 
P satisfies p=p"7)o/e. If P is a unit, then 

withe' e EF • But this contradicts the fact that 7)0 gives a generator of 
EK/EF. Hence P is not a unit. Let,;s be the ideal of K generated by P, 
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then :J satisfies :J"=:J. Let a be an element of F so that K=F(/(i). 
Then, there exists an ideal a of F so that :J = ( -Va) ao K' Since the class 
number of F is odd, a is a principal ideal, which is generated by a E F. 
Hence p='fja-Va with a unit 'fj of K, and we have 

r;o/e= pip" = -r;/r;" = -(el/r;")Z, 

with e/2 ='fj'fj". This is a contradiction, and the proof is completed. 
Let 'fjo be as in Proposition 2.1. We note NK/Q('fjo) = -1. For each 

positive integer Ii, we define a polynomial in Z[X] of degree 2n associated 
with r;o. Letf.,(X)=X2-sX +m be the minimal polynomial of 'fjg" over F. 
For a E F, let a CI ), 1 <i:::;:n, be all distinct conjugates of a over Q, and let 

Let S be the n-tuple products of the set {I, 2}. We define Hv(X) by 

(2.4) 

Then we see Hv(X) E Z[X] and degHv=2n. It is easy to see that IHil)1 
is unchanged if we replace r;o by 'fjol or by 'fjoe for e E EF • To each prime 
divisor p of Hv(l) satisfying the following condition, we construct idele 
class characters of K. Let p be a prime satisfying 

(2.5) pIHv(l), p'!Bv_I (1), and ordiHv(1)) = 1. 

Let Cp be the completion of the algebraic closure Qp of Qp. We fix em
beddings too : Q-'>-C and tp : Q-'>-Cp. By means of too and tp, algebraic 
numbers can be seen as elements of C and as elements of Cpo Let 0"1> 0"2' 

••• , O"n be all the distinct embeddings of F into Q. We assume Wi cor
responds to tooO"i for each i. Let us consider sets of embeddings T= 
{1:" I> 1:"2' ••• , 1:" n} of K into Q such that the restriction of 1:" i to F coincides 
with O"i for all i. There exists 2n such T's. We denote them by Tl , 

1 < i:::;:2n. ForxEK,we set xT=[H=lX". Then Hv(l)= IlT (1-r;6"Y· 
We consider K and F as subfields of Q by fixing an embedding 1:" : K-'>-Q 
such that 1:" !F= 0"1' Let K and F be the Galois closure of K and F over 
Q respectively. Then it is easy to see [K : F]=2n by (2.1). Let G= 
Gal(KIQ), i1=Gal(K/K) and H=Gal(KIF). Then there exists a natural 
one to one correspondence between the left co sets i1\G (resp. H\G) and 
the embeddings of K (resp. F) into Q, and p in G induces a permutation 
among Tl by the multiplication on the right. The embedding tp de
termines a prime ideal $ of K lying above p. We denote the decompo-
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sition group of ~ by D. 

Lemma 2.2. Let ~={TITr=T for rED}, and ~/={TITr""'T for 
some rED}. Then 
(1) ep(xT) E Qpfor all x E K if and only if T E ~. 
(2) Let p be a prime satisfying (2.5) and assume p is unramified in K. 
Then, there exists only one TESt such that ep((1-1)g"y) is divided by p, 
and all prime ideals lJ of F lying above p decomposes in K. 

Proof. (1) is obvious, because ep(xT) E Qp for all x E KlF;xTT =xT for 
all x E K and all r E DIF;Tr=T for all rED. If p divides ip«(1-1)fY) 
for T in ~/, then p2 divides H"(l). The first assertion of (2) follows from 
this. Let T be the set in ~ satisfying the above condition. Then there 
exists gt, 1 <i<d, in G so that T corresponds to the cosets Ut=l H\figtD 
in the correspondence stated above, where we assume Ut=l H\HgtD is a 
disjoint union. By the condition on T, we have G=UtHg,D. Now it 
holds 

IH\GI<L; 1 H\Hg,D 1::;;2 L; IH\HgiD I=2[F: Q]=IH\GI. 
i i 

Hence the union Ut HgtD is disjoint, and IH\Hg,DI=2IH\HgtDI. The 
second assertion follows from this. 

Let T be as in Lemma 2.2 (2). The mappings ep7:t : x~ep(x'i) can 
be extended to a homomorphism of K®Qp into C p and the mapping x~ 
ep(xT) can be extended to a homomorphism as multiplicative groups of 
(K®QpY into Q;. We denote it by iT. Let P be a prime ideal of 
Q(P/(P-l» lying above p and Wp the character of Z; of order p-l such 
that wp(a)=.a modp for a E Z prime to p. Then q" divides p-l and the 
order of wp(eT(1)o» is q". Let W T be the character of (ox®zZPY given by 
wT(a)=wp(eia», where Ox is the ring of integer of K. Then we obtain 
the following by virtue of Lemma 2.2. 

Corollary 2.3. Let 113T be the conductor of wT, then 113T is prime to 113f 
and 113Tll3r=(P). 

Let 0. be the prime ideal of Klying above q and ox,o be the com
pletion of Ox at o.. Let II be a prime element of ox,o and let 1)o=a+bII 
with a, b E Oq. We consider the following condition on 1)0. 

(2.6) 1)o=a+bII with a unit b. 

Lemma 2.4. If (2.6) is satisfied, then the order of the class ~o of 1)0 in 
(ox,o/q"Ox,oY is q" and <~o> n (Oq/q"Y =<~g">, where <~o> is the subgroup 
generated by ~o. 
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Proof For u+vII with u, v E Oq, put (u+vII)q=u'+v'II with 
u', v' E Oq. It is easy to see that if u is a unit in Oq and ordq(v)=m, then 
u' is a unit in Oq and ordiv')=m+ 1. Our assertion easily follows from 
this. 

Let (/0,) be the quadratic residue symbol of (Oq/q)X ~(OK,O/o')X, then 
the infinite place WI of K lying above WI is uniquely determined by 

Let CIJ be the Dirichlet character modulo p of order p-I given by CIJ(a)= 
a mod P.Now we prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.5. Let K be a quadratic extension of F satisfying (2.1), 
(2,2), and (2.3), and assume the condition (2.6). Let p be a prime number 
satisfying (2.5) for a positive integer II, and assume p is unramified in K. 
Let T be as in Lemma 2.2 for II, then for each k, 1 <k<p-I, the 
character CIJ~ of(oKQ9zZ pY can be extended in (Nq/q)"hK/hF ways to idele 
class characters A of K so that the conductor of A is O,z"~TWI and the 
restriction to F is ClJNF/OXK/F where XK/F is the quadratic character of F 
corresponding to the extension K/F. hK and hF are the class numbers of K 
and F respectively. 

Proof For ij~a E <ijo)(Oq/q")x, put 

AI(ij~a) = (ClJT(7)o)k sgri wI (7)o)Y( ~ ). 

Then, by Lemma 2.2, Al is well-defined and gives a character of 
<ijo)(Oq/q")x, since the order of ClJT(7)O) is q" and 

(ClJT(7)o)k sgn wI (7)o»q" = ( ~ y". 
Al can be extended to characters of (OK,O/q"OK,O)X of conductor O,z" in 
(Nq/q)"-I ways. Let A2 be one of such characters. For (a, b, c) E o~,oX 

(OKQ9 ZZp)X X Ki", put 

Then, by the definition, we see 

As«7)o, 7)0' 7)0» =ClJT(7)O)k sgn wI(7)O)ClJT(7)O)k sgn }VI (7)o) = 1. 

For e E EF with NF/Q(e) = I, we have 
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AS«e, e, e»=(~ ) sgn wtCe). 

Since Di=lsgnwt(e)=I, and XK/p(e)=(e/O) Di=2sgnWt(e)=I, we see 
As«e, e, e» = 1. By Proposition 2.1, EK is generated by 7)0 and e in Ep with 
NF/Q(e) = I, hence we have As«7), 7), 7))= 1 for all 7) E EK. We can conclude 
from this that As can be extended to characters of K").i KX of conductor 
02>!j3TU\ of finite order in hK ways. But in these extensions, hK/hp 
characters satisfy the second condition, since UKKx n F1 = UpFx by (2.3). 
Here UK = DiiOi,vX Dw K£, where v and w run through all finite and 
infinite places respectively. This completes the proof. 

Let A be as in Theorem 2.5. Then by a result of lacquet-Langlands 
[9], there exists a cusp form h. in S(q2>+I(p), ro.Np/Q, I) such that L(s,h.) 
=L(s, A). Following the argument of Koike [10], we will show that there 
exists a cusp form in S(q2>+\ 1,2) congruent to h. modulo a prime ideal 
dividing p under the following assumption (2.7) on L(O, roNp/Q) and 
L(O, roNp/Q). 

(2.7) L(O, roNp/Q)=a/p modp with a E Z prime to p and L(O, roNp/Q) is 
prime to p. 

Let SO(q2>+1, 1,2) denote the subspace of new forms in S(q2>+\ 1,2) (for 
definition cf. Miyake [12]). Under (2.7), we can prove the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 2.6. Let K, p and A be as in Th. 2.5. Assume (2.7), Then 
there exist a prime P of Q lying above P( C Q(II/P-I» and a primitive form 
h in SO(q2>+1, 1,2) which is congruent to h. modulo P. 

Proof Letf'=h.Et).,N, where Ei:);;,v(g)=E1 • .,N(g[6 ~J) with N= 

N p /Q, and let P' be a prime ideal lying above P of the field generated by 
the value of A over Q(1I/(P-I». Then f' E S(q2>+\ 1,2) andf=f' mod P' 
by (2.7). Put 

J= Tr(f')= L; f'(ga) 
aE n ([Dp Dp Y\GL(2.Dp») 

pip PDp Dp 

Let S be the set of prime divisors of p in F, and for a subset S of S, put 
Ts= DPES T,(1:') for C=q2>+I(p) and +*(s) = DPES +p(wp) with + = roN. 
Then we see J is contained in S(q2.+I, 1,2), and 

1=f' + L; +*(S)TsWsI'· 
Sc8 
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By Proposition 1.1 and (2.7), it is easy to see that 1=='1' mod P', and 1 is 
a common eigen function for all TAn) modulo P with C'=q2u+l. Let X 
be a character of F: such that X I 0: = ( I q), and Ux be the operator defined 
in [15]. Then in the same way as in Corollary 4.2 [13], we see Uxl' = 
(UJ}.)Et);;&=cxf' with a non-zero constant cx' Since Tr and U commute 
with each other, it follows from Theorem 1.4 in [15] that 1 = Tr(f') is 
contained in SO(q2u+t, 1,2). They by a Lemma of Deligne-Serre [4], we 
obtain our result. 

Remark 2.7. The condition (2.7) is always satisfied if F=Q and 
pz.5, since L(O, w)==. -~(2-p)==. lip mod Zp and L(O, w) =~( -1)=-
1/12 mod P. For nz.2, assume p is prime to bF. Then we have 

(2.8) 
L(O, wNF/Q)= -~F(2-p) mod Zp, 

L(O, WNF/Q)=~F( -1) mod P. 

Here ~F is the Dedekind zeta function of F. Hence the condition (2.7) 
can be stated as ~F(2-p)g(2-p) and ~F( -I)/~( -1) are p-units. (2.8) 
can be shown in the following way. Let Lp(}., s) be the p-adic L-function 
of a ray class character }. of F constructed in Deligne-Ribert [5] and 
Cassou-Nougues [3]. Then for a suitable ideal c, (}.(c)(Nc/w(Nc»I-S 
-I)LP()', s) is an Iwasawa function. Hence 

(}'(c)(Nc/w(Nc»-I)LiX, O)==.(}'(c)(Nc/w(Nc»)P-l-I)LiX, 2-p) mod P, 

where P is the prime ideal of Qi}.) the field generated by the values of }. 
over Qp. If b F is prime to p, we can choose as c an integral ideal such 
that 

ordp «Nc/w(Nc»-I) = 1. 

The first congruence follows from this taking }.=trivial. The second one 
can be shown in the same way taking }.=(wNF/Q)2. Furthermore, if F is 
an abelian extension of Q, for a prime p with (p, 2dF n) = I it is known by 
Leopoldt [11] that 

2n - 1h R 
~F(2-p)/~(2-p)==. / 1'._p_ modp, 

'V dF 

where Rp = det (Qiei»gi:s:n-l,a EGal(F/Q) for a system of fundamental units 
e1, e2, •• " en - 1 of F, and Qp is the Fermatquotient mod p, namely for an 
integer A of F prime to p, 

QiA)= Aq-l-I mod p. 
p 
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Here q is the norm of a prime divisor of lJ in F. Hence in this case, the 
condition on r.F(2-p)/r.(2-p) can be checked by hF and Rp. 

§ 3. Numerical Examples 

In this section, we will discuss a few examples of Theorem 2.5 and 
Theorem 2.6, and examples of different type. Before giving them, we 
explain some notations. Let X and Ux be as in Section 2. Then 
SO(q2v+t, 1,2) decomposes into a direct sum of four subspaces Sr, SIl' SIlx' 
and Sm. Each subspace is given as follows; 

Sr ={fe SO(q2V+t, 1, 2)IWf=j, Uxf=f} , 

SIl ={fe SO(q2v+t, 1, 2) I Wf=j, Uxf= -/}, 

Snx={fe SO(q2v+t, 1, 2)IWf= -j, Uxf= -f}, 

Sm={fe SO(q2v+t, 1, 2)IWf=-j, Uxf=/}. 

Here (Wf)(g)=f(g[m?+l -01]). These subspaces are stable under 

Heeke operators. We write Gho), G¥CO)' G~C~)' and G¥fo) for the character
istic polynomials of T,(a) with c = q2v+ 1 on S{> Sn, Snx' and Sm respec
tively. Let h(X)=2a i X i be a polynomial with coefficients in an algebraic 
number field M. We set (NM/Qh) (X) = D. (2aix i ), where a runs through 
all the distinct embeddings of Minto Q. For a prime q and j, 1 ~j< 
(q-3)/2, let lXj =e2"j "-I/q+e- 2"j "-l/q, and lXo= 1. We express by (ao, ... , 
aCq -3)/z) the algebraic number aolXo+· .. +aCQ _3)/ZlXCq-3)/Z in the maximal 
real field Fq of Q(P/q). Let tjo be as in Proposition 2.1, and tjl =7j~NK/F7jOI. 
If we define the polynomial H~(X) in the same way as Hv(X) taking 7jl 
instead of 7jo, then we find H~( -I)=Hv(I)2. The formula for H~( -1) is 
simpler than that of Hv(1). For example, let XZ-sX+I be the minimal 
polynomial of 7j~, then H~( -I)=(s+s')Z for n=2, and H~( -1)= 
(s2+ s'2+ s"2+ ss's"-4)2 for n=3. Here s' and s" are the conjugates of 
s over Q. Throughout the following examples, we assume lJ= 1, namely 
the level is a cube of a prime ideal. The examples 1, 2 and 3 are the case 
where rank EK = rank EF + 1. The example 4 treats the case where 
rank EK = rank EF. In this case, K is a totally imaginary quadratic 
extension of F. The examples 5 and 6 concern the case where rank EK 
=rank EF+2. We note that this case does not occur for F=Q. These 
examples are calculated by the formula in Saito [15]. 

Example 1. Let F=Q('V'5), and q=(fJ) with fJ= -1 +2'V'5, NF/Q(fJ) 
= -19. Then we find dim Sr=36 and dim Sm= 18, and the followings: 
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G¥fc2))(X) = NF19/Q(X2_A) 

with A=(4, -1,0,0,1, -1, -1, 1, 1), NF19/Q(A) =419; 

G¥1(3))(X) = N F19/Q(X2 - B) 

with B=(6, -5, -2, -5, -5, -2, -5, -4, -3), 

NF19/Q(B) = 372.419. 
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Let K=FCl7i), then fK/F=q and F and K satisfy the conditions (2.1), 
(2.2), and (2.3). We remark that for a prime ideal r of F which remains 
prime in K, the Fourier coefficient for r of h. associated with an idele class 
character A of K vanishes. Hence the modulus P in Theorem 2.6 should 
divide the constant of the characteristic polynomial of T(O on Sm. In the 
above example, the prime ideals (2) and (3) in F remain prime in K, so P 
should divide 419. In fact, we may set 

Then we find 

and 

Since we have 

-7815395405-3495151081~ 
4 

+ 4194233399+1875718199~ ./0 
4 ' 

H6( -1)=HoC1)2=52, 

H~( -1)=Hl(1)2=(5. 419.3730499)2. 

and 'F( -1)/,( -1)= -2/5, we see the prime 419 satisfies the conditions 
in Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. So the above example gives a verifi
cation of our Theorem 2.6. Now, the prime :3730499 in H 1(lY appears 
in the remaining space Sr as follows: 

Gf«2))(X)=NF19/Q(X4_CX2+D) 

with C=(13, 1,0,0, 1, 1,3,1,1) 

D=(28, 7, 0, -6, -1,9, 15,5, 7), 

NF19/Q(D)=372 .3730499. 
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Since we have Qi1+J5)/2=1640877.J5 modp for p=3730499, the 
condition (2.7) is valid also in this case. 

Example 2. Let F=F7 and fij=ezrJ "-1/7+e-Z%j"-1/7 for an integer j. 
We set q=(O) with 0= -3+4fil+fiz then NF7/Q(0) = 13. We find 

and the following: 

G~«Z»(X)=NF1./Q(XZ-A) 

with A=(9, 0, 0, -2, -2, -4, -8) 

NF18/Q(A)=3s.4447. 

Let K=F( .../(1), then F and K satisfy the conditions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). 
We note XK / F «2» = -1. We may set 

7)0 

Then we find 

and 

Since we have 

R =det( Qifiz) Qifi1») 
p Q p(fi;) Q ifis) 

-2613+ 1622fil+2439fi~ modp for p=4447, 

and 'F( -1)/,( -1)= -4/7, the condition (2.7) is satisfied. 

Example 3. Let F=Q(fi), where fi is the unique solution of X3-4X 
+2=0 satisfying O<fi<1. We take q=(O) with 0=5+2fi-3fiz. Then 
NF/Q(0)=5, and we find 

and 
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Gf(P2)(X)=X4-8X2+ 11, 

Gfev,slX)=X4-17X2+ 11, 
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where ~2=ce) with N~2=2 and ~13=(6-(3-n with N~13=13. Let K= 
F(O), then F and K satisfy the conditions (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3), and the 
prime ideals ~2 and ~13 remain prime in K. In this case we may take 

We find 

and 

We know by the table 8 in Cartier and Roy [2] that 'F(2-p)/,(2-p) 
and 'F(-l)/,(-I) are p-units for p=l1, hence the condition (2.7) is 
satisfied. 

Example 4. Let F=Q(.J"2), and q=(O) with 0= -7+4.{2. Here 
NF/Q(O) = 17. Then we find 

and 

dim Sr=8·8, dim Sm=4·8, 

G¥f( '/2)lX)=NF17/Q((X - A)2(X2_ BX + C» 

with A=(O,O, 1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 

B=(1, 0, -1, 1, 1,0,0,0,0) 

C=(O, 0, 0, 1,0, -1, -1, 1,0) 

G¥f(3)) (X) = N F17/Q((X2- D)X2) 

D=(lO, -1, -2, 1,0,3,2, 1,0). 

Let G~« fi»(X) and G~«3»(X) be the second factors of G¥f( '/2»(X) and 
G¥l(3»(X) respectively. Then we find 

(3.1) 
NF17/Q(G~«'/2»(A»=953 ·1123 

NF17/Q(G~«3»("; D »= 953 ·1123. 

Here we note A and ,.; D are the roots of the first factors of G¥f( ./2» (X) 
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and G¥l(3)lx) respectively. Let K=F(./O} = F(./ -7+4./ 2), then Kis 
a totally imaginary quadratic extension of F with the conductor q, hK= 
1, and EK =(±l, 1-fl). Let (II and (12 be the embeddings of K into 
C given by (l1(m = ~ for ~ e K and 

(ll~)=(a-bfl)+(c-dfl)./7J~ 

for ~=a+bfl +(c+dfl)./o with a, b, c, de Q. Then all the em
beddings of K into C are given by (11) P(ll, (12 and P(l2 with the complex 
conjugation p. For a e OK prime to q, let a=a'b mod (./0) with a' e 0 and 
b e OK congruent to 1 modulo (./0), and for b let b=== 1 + u./e mod (./0)2 
with u e 0, and put t(b)=e2~iu/17. Let X be the quadratic residue symbol 
of (OK/(./O)y-==-(o/OY. For a e OK prime to q, define 

A/(a» = X(a')tCb)(lI(a)p(lz(a), 

Az«a» = X(a')t(b)p(ll(a)(lz(a), 

then AI and A2 give Grossencharacters of K with conductors (./7Fy. Let 
It and fz be the cusp forms satisfying L(s,;;)=L(s, AI) and L(s,fz)= 
L(s, A2), then we see;; andfz are contained in Sm. Let CI(m) and Cz(m) 
be the Fourier coefficients of;; andfz respectively, then we find 

NF17/ Q(X - CI« fl»)(X - Cl( fl») = G~(( J2))(X) 

N F17/Q«X - CI «3» eX - Cl(3») = G~((3»(X), 

namely Gh( J2»(X) and Gh(3»(X) correspond to the subspace spanned by 
the companions of;; and fz. Hence (3) suggests that It and fz are congru
ent to some cusp forms in Sm which are different from the companions 
of It and fz modulo prime ideals lying above 953 and 1123. 

Example 5. Let F=Q(VS) and q=(O) with 8=(11+VS)/2. Here 
NF/Q(O) =29. Then we find 

dimSr =8.14, dimSm =6.14, 

and 

Gf((2))(X) = N F2./Q(X6 - AX4 + BXz - C) 

with A=(13, 0, 0, 1, 1,0,0, -2, 1,0,0,0, 1,0,1) 

B=(40,2, 1, 10,3,2,2, -9, 7, 0, -1,5,5,2, 7) 

C=(28, 7, 5, 14, 6, 14, 3, 1, 14,2,8, 12, 5, 16, 10), 

G¥f(z»(x) = N F2,/Q(X8 - D X6 + EX4 - FX2 + G) 
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D=(22, 0, 0, 1, 1,0,0,4, 1,0,0,0, 1,2, 1) 

E=(154, 5,0,6, 15, 1,7,60,11,7,0,0,13,29,19) 
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F=(324, -17, 140, -68, -17, -44,25,160, -15,25, -63, 

-61, -4,78,17) 

G=(118, -103, -117, -156, -104, -108, -51, -11, 

-112, -60, -146, -126, -89, -14, -104). 

In [the above two cases, we find NF29/ Q(C) = 594 • 1732 and NF29/ Q(G)= 
338712 .7632232 for the constant terms C and G of Gf«2)lX) and G¥!(2)lX) 
respectively. 

We shall give one more example of the same type as Example 5. 

Example 6. Let F=Q(.v29), and q=(O) with 0= 11+2.v29. Here 
NF/Q(O) = 5. Then we find dim SI=2, dim SIII=4, and 

G~«2))(X) = N F./Q(X' - AX2 + B) 

with A=(15, 3) 

B=(5, -5)2 

G¥f(2))(X) = NF5/Q(X2- C) 

C=(l, _1)2 
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